Ed Burgart is on vacation. Ed's handicap will return on Friday, September 27
TERRY TURRELL LOS ALAMITOS QUARTERS HANDICAP, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 2019
FIRST RACE
#6 STAY IN YO LANE no stranger to Los Alamitos breaking his maiden December 2018 facing much tougher during the LRC meet.
#1 SEATOSHININGSEA draws the rail making first start for trainer Jesus Mendoza and jockey Frank Johnson. #5 AJAC consistency
in his races at this level for high percent Aquino/Payeras cannot be ignored in the opener. Longshot - #2 YOU PLAY THE BENCH
SECOND RACE
#6 RIDGEFILED ROCKET quick gelding in the Mark Glatt barn took tougher to mid-stretch September 6 over the LA surface
draws well testing 870-yard distance for the first time. #1 WALK ON WATER breezed Golden Gate as the odds on choice was
claimed and makes first start for trainer Lorenzo Ruiz and jockey Efrain Hernandez. #2 ROCKIN MY MOJO speed to be on or near
the lead from flag to wire. Longshot - #3 BOTTLE ROCKET
THIRD RACE
#6 CALIENTE SHUFFLE quick gelding in the D Wayne Baker barn last won Los Alamitos facing tougher 870-yard field, draws the
outside post in field of six. #1 UNEXPECTED JOURNEY eliminated at the start facing tougher draws the rail with chance to make
amends for the Aquino/Payeras combo. #3 ACHIEVED popular runner at the claim box now in third in barn making first start for
trainer Sergio Morfin. Longshot – #5 IRISH JACK
FOURTH RACE
#7 SPECTACULAR CORONA disappointing effort ass the public choice in needed start now in the Felix Gonzalez barn, Jose
Nicasio aboard tonight. #2 TOP THE MORNING stumbled at the start making her career debut for high percent conditioner
Yanet Rodriguez, Erasmo Gasca has the call. #4 JESS HELENE invader from Ruidoso will take to the Los Alamitos surface for
trainer Justin Joiner and jockey Cody Jensen. Longshot - #5 EYE M CINNFUL
FIFTH RACE
#7 WHATD I SAY well-traveled gelding in the Lin Melton barn will make fifth start and first start Los Alamitos drawing the
outside post in field of seven. #6 JESS FEEL BETTER double jumps off maiden victory facing winners for the first time, adding the
Flipper Halter. #3 EXACTING drops notch after losing by nose at 13-1 odds for the tough Willoughby/Bednar team. Longshot - #4
FREAKY BUSSINES
SIXTH RACE
#8 A LUCKY LADIES MAN trouble in last two starts Ruidoso makes fourth start and first over Los Alamitos surface for the team of
trainer Justin Joiner and jockey Cody Jensen, adds blinkers and Flipping Halter. #7 TRENTS TOYS draws inside top choice for
crafty connections, win would not surprise. #4 MS PATTY CAKE two productive starts Turf Paradise makes third lifetime start
Los Alamitos. Longshot - #5 MR RICKS
SEVENTH RACE
#8 CUPIDS FAST ARROW better than looked effort finishing fourth of seven beat one-half length, outside draw dropping in class.
#3 FAVORITE FOOSE runner up in last two starts facing similar will keep pressure on the top choice from flag to wire. #7 FAST
THINKING barn clicking at a twenty-percent win clip with over 239 starters this year. Longshot - #1 BIGGER THAN BIG
Best Chance Bet – SPECTACULAR CORONA (4)
Best Bet – A LUCKY LADIES MAN (5)

